ADRIAN D

HEIGHT: 165cm
AGE: 44

BUST: 83.5cm
SHOES: 7

WAIST: 71cm
HAIR: Blond

HIPS: 75cm
EYES: Green

DIS/DIFF: Non-binary
Adrian was born female, transitioned fully to male. He had a phalloplasty op, hysterectomy
and chest op. At that time he performed as pole-dancing drag queen Lola Lypsinka. He then
decided after some years that to be entirely true to himself he felt more agender and whilst
being in a male body was super important to him he was super feminine and missed the
petiteness of his frame and female looking face.
They live in London, act and model and love to show their body difference and promote visibility for nonbinary people whilst doing so. They have two cats which they are PA too and occasionally work doing
...
retouching and office jobs.

www.zebedeetalent.com
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